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Loving Lauren 2014-03-25 lauren had been raised to not be afraid of anything and she
lived by that code that is until her dad died and left everything in her hands now she s not
only in charge of her two younger sisters but she s running a full blown texas ranch caring
for a thousand acre ranch has its ups and downs physically mentally and financially all she
is looking for is a little break what she doesn t have time for is someone who will only
complicate her life further chase is back in his hometown helping his dad with his veterinary
practice is high on his list so is being with the lovely lauren west years ago he found a
unique way to bind them together now all he has to do is prove to her that he s the right
man to spend the rest of her life with
The West Series 1-3 2014-11-13 loving lauren lauren had been raised to not be afraid of
anything and she lived by that code that is until her dad died and left everything in her
hands now she s not only in charge of her two younger sisters but she s running a full blown
texas ranch caring for a thousand acre ranch has its ups and downs physically mentally and
financially all she is looking for is a little break what she doesn t have time for is someone
who will only complicate her life further chase is back in his hometown helping his dad with
his veterinary practice is high on his list so is being with the lovely lauren west years ago he
found a unique way to bind them together now all he has to do is prove to her that he s the
right man to spend the rest of her life with taming alex alexis has always been the wild child
she s the girl everyone always gossips about behind her back now that she s engaged to the
town s bad boy travis she finally thinks she s heading in the right direction then life throws
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a tall dark and good man her way and causes her whole world to shake grant s back in town
helping his father with his legal practice had never been in his plan but after trying to live in
the city and deciding it wasn t for him he wants nothing more than to settle back down in
his hometown he even buys a small farm to prove to himself that he s back to stay after
stepping in and helping the town s bad girl out one night he starts to see beneath alexis act
now all he needs to do is convince her that choosing a good guy is not always a bad thing
holding haley haley has waited her whole life for wes they were secret sweethearts all
throughout school until he shocks her by joining the military right after graduation
heartbroken haley must wait until the day he comes home but it s been five long years and
she has finally decided to move on with her life that is until he walks back into town sexier
than ever wes has had one thing on his mind since leaving town getting back to haley his
experiences overseas have made him realize what he almost let slip through his fingers all
he wants now is to prove to her that waiting for him was the right choice
The West Series Books 7-9 2015-01-17 wild bride spoiled rich girl savannah has always
had a lust for sexy men a wild appetite for partying and a blatant disregard for others when
she finds herself pregnant and alone after burning all her bridges it looks like she ll be
getting a taste of her own medicine stubborn and set in her ways she pushes away the only
person who really cares billy has one goal to convince savannah that hope and happiness
are still within reach but somethings got to give corey s catch corey has dug himself into a
hole so deep he can t see a way out his only goal now is to see this rough patch through but
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then bella waltzes into his life and knocks him on his ass figuratively and literally now there
s nothing he wouldn t do to prove to her that his wild days are a thing of the past but he just
might need some of his rebellious ways if he wants to keep what he s finally found bella isn t
sure why she s chosen to stay in the small town of fairplay texas after her aunt s funeral but
she s never been one to back out of a situation and after running into one of the sexiest and
most headstrong cowboys she s ever met she doesn t plan to start now tessa s turn geeky
teen pushover tracy bracey is finally dead replaced by the beautiful and confident tessa
after years of bullying the darkness hovering over her appears to be fading she has at long
last become the vibrant woman she truly wants to be well there is one thing missing but
with a promising music career taking off the last thing she needs is the incessant
matchmakers in town trying to hook her up with every wannabe cowboy available lucas
james is hot as hell but the cloud of mystery surrounding him is so thick you can cut it who
is this guy and where did he come from anyway he seems nice enough but you definitely
wouldn t want to mess with him how does a guy like this come to land in sleepy fairplay
texas is he running from something or someone whatever it is he s not talking lucas just
wants to be left alone to deal with his past but now a sexy brunette songwriter thinks she
has the answers to all his problems unlikely but at least she might be a pleasant distraction
The Secret Series Books 4-6 2014-12-23 secret passions sandi has escaped her old life she s
shed her hijab and her family obligations to start a new life alone it s been five years since
she first stepped foot in america to save her life she s earned enough money to live
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comfortably thanks to her artwork but just when she finally feels like she can start to relax
and not jump at shadows her past returns hot on her heels now she must trust the man who
saved her years ago and ask him to do it once again mitch risked it all to bring the young
girl to america years ago and when she shows up at his door in the middle of the night all
grown up he ll do everything he can to help her again dodging her past has gotten a lot
harder this time but they might survive if he can keep his hands off her secret identity eve is
at the top of her game she s finally going to make partner at the ad agency run by two of her
best friends but when she takes a business trip to wine and dine a potential customer her
boss decides to tag along at the last minute now everything she s worked hard for might just
disappear in a flash carter has had a thing for his best friend eve ever since he can
remember he hired her a few years ago to help boost his business and it has never run more
smoothly but when a once in a lifetime opportunity presents itself he takes a chance at
happiness that could end up destroying their friendship secret sauce trent owns a high
profile restaurant in new york his food and secret recipes are highly sought after his
personal life mirrors his successful career beautiful women hang on his every word but
when his restaurant receives a bad review from a well known food critic things take a turn
for the worse when he finally tracks down the food critic he might just lose more than his
secrets to her marina s true identity has been hidden for years she receives her paychecks
in secret and hides in one of the largest cities in the world but when her secrets are
threatened she d do anything to protect the person she loves the most
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The West Series Books 10-12 2014-09-30 saving trace the broken soldier and the small town
sweetheart music has always provided a welcomed escape from the dysfunctional reality
trace has become accustomed to fresh back from a tour overseas in the marines he sets out
to mend his wounds by strumming his way across the states stranded in what must be the
smallest town in texas he must rely on the mercy and kindness of the people of fairplay to
right his way emma has a knack for spotting damaged souls and quickly pegs her next
project in the hunky musician whose misfortune has landed him in fairplay had it been
anyone else she would have patched his wounds and sent him on his way but there s just
something about this one christmas holly staying home for the holidays laura holton had big
plans for her winter break none of which involved her staying home but when her uncle gets
laid up for a while she s stuck running his veterinary clinic staying home for the holidays
wasn t all bad after all her uncle had just hired the sexiest veterinarian alive clay was a
newcomer to fairplay texas taking the new position in a small town vet clinic hadn t been his
parent s idea of utilizing his expensive education but one look at the picturesque small town
and he d jumped at the chance one look at his boss pretty blonde niece and he d found
another reason to stay maggie s match leaving home to find yourself but falling for the one
you left behind margaret jackson has had enough of ricky s games the boy has been leading
her on since they were in diapers it was past time she set out on her own and discovered
just who she was outside of the small town of fairplay texas the last thing rick had expected
was to return home and discover maggie wasn t there hell he d lost his heart to the girl
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before he even knew how to spell his name problem was he hadn t known it until he d heard
she d left fairplay by then he figured he d lost his chance but maybe just maybe this was the
right time and place to show her what he could be and what she meant to him
Last Resort 2014-03-25 when cassey s business is in jeopardy she gets an interesting offer
from a local hotel owner he has been trying to run her business into the ground so his family
can snatch up the land for cheap but how can she turn him away when just the sight of the
man makes her heart jump out of her chest luke was sent by his father owner of the
swankiest and longest operating resort along the florida s gulf coast to gain one of the best
properties at any cost but when he sees the owner of the bar and grill he s torn between his
duty to his family and his desire for the silver eyed beauty
Wild Bride 2014-10-07 a test of love in the face of past mistakes spoiled rich girl savannah
has always had a lust for sexy men a wild appetite for partying and a blatant disregard for
others when she finds herself pregnant and alone after burning all her bridges it looks like
she ll be getting a taste of her own medicine stubborn and set in her ways she pushing away
the only person who really cares billy has one goal to convince savannah that hope and
happiness are still within reach but somethings got to give
Missy's Moment 2014-03-25 melissa is back in fairplay texas for good after taking over the
small health clinic in town she finally feels like she has everything she s ever wanted but
when reece west walks into the clinic she quickly switches her gears as to what her desires
are now she ll do just about anything to get the man of her dreams reece is looking for
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trouble and he s found it at saddleback ranch his cousins place he can ride hard rope some
steer and train the horses that he can finally afford but when he bumps into little missy
holton again his world will turn up side down
Pride Series Box Set 1993 pride series romance novels finding pride megan kimble has
finally freed herself from years of abuse at the hands of her ex now she can finally start a
new life and figure out just who she really is when her brother matt dies suddenly she takes
a big risk and moves cross country to live in his house and take over his new business this
could be the chance she s needed there s only one problem now she can t seem to escape
the irresistible charm of her departed brother s best friend todd jordan just lost his best
friend and business partner watching matt s sister move into town his attraction to her is
instant can he prove to her that all men are not the same and resist his own desires as she
learns to trust again overcoming the odds is just part of their journey the two must first
survive a fateful visit from megan s ex to have any chance at happiness discovering pride
lacey jordan is a woman who knows what she wants and she wants nothing to do with the
new doctor in town he has a perfect smile perfectly tan muscles and a way with people her
people this is her town her family and her life and he s come here shaking everything up
including her heart aaron is running away from a tough breakup where heartbreak is the
least of his concerns all he wants now is to take over his grandfather s medical practice and
make his new house a place he can call home what he hadn t counted on was crashing into a
petite goddess with relentless powers of persuasion when the two get a disturbing visit that
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could change their lives forever aaron must prove his love if they are to survive returning
pride everything seems to be going iian s way he has a successful restaurant a beautiful
home family and friends he s even overcome the loss of his hearing but why does he still
feels like something is missing allison has worked hard to make a name for herself in the art
world now all she wants is peace and quiet to work on her passion but with her mother
overtaken by illness she has less time than ever when everything is stripped away in one
tragic blow and she s being stalked by a mad man she ll need the help of her hometown and
an old flame to turn everything around and find what she s been looking for lasting pride
roberta stanton had grown up a thief on the streets of portland breaking into the old
building had been easy and she d gotten away with it or so she thought it had only cost her
the lives of seven close friends years later now rob finds herself on the other side of the law
ric derby owns the blue spot art galleries murder and a million dollar theft bring them
together a personal vendetta from a dark figure threatens them both retreating to the safety
of the small town of pride ric must fight to protect the only person he s ever truly loved
serving pride robert brogan was destined to be sheriff in the small town of pride oregon he
moved to pride when he was eight after his mother s mysterious disappearance always
following the rules and sticking up for the weak he had only one thing in mind after
graduation tracking down his mother but after almost ten years of looking with no luck he
makes his way back to his home town but when tragedy strikes he s given the opportunity of
a lifetime being sheriff in the small town of pride he has the chance to pursue the girl he
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just couldn t keep his mind off amelia blake can never forget the boy that saved her from
certain danger ten years ago when she comes home after her father s death she only plans
on a short visit but because of her mother s health and after seeing robert again she is
persuaded to move back home when sparks fly she can t help finding herself falling fast for
the new sheriff in town
Breaking Travis 2013 travis nolan is back in town and doing everything he can to get right
back out of it again finding out that his father devised a way to keep him locked in the small
town of fairplay even after death has him working overtime to complete his new obligations
but now there s a small pixy redhead that won t get out of his way or out of his mind holly
just wants to finish remodeling her business and apartment so she can get the annoying
travis off her back but working closely with him has afforded her the opportunity to see
what s behind his raw and rough exterior and she s quickly losing her heart to the town s
notorious bad boy
Serving Pride 2022-05-24 robert brogan was destined to be sheriff in the small town of pride
oregon he moved to pride when he was eight after his mother s mysterious disappearance
always following the rules and sticking up for the weak he had only one thing in mind after
graduation tracking down his mother but after almost ten years of looking with no luck he
makes his way back to his home town but when tragedy strikes he s given the opportunity of
a lifetime being sheriff in the small town of pride he has the chance to pursue the girl he
just couldn t keep his mind off amelia blake can never forget the boy that saved her from
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certain danger ten years ago when she comes home after her father s death she only plans
on a short visit but because of her mother s health and after seeing robert again she is
persuaded to move back home when sparks fly she can t help finding herself falling fast for
the new sheriff in town
Sexual Violence 2022-07-05 in tracing the evolution of laws that define and prosecute the
act of rape fairstein incorporates stories of the real cases she has dealt with and brings her
very special insight and intelligence to the nationally debated issues of date rape prostitutes
as rape victims and false reporting of rape photos auuthor tour
The Haunted Universe 2022-04-05 in the town of tundra they had always had a strong
connection with the stars and the universe they guided their lives by mapping the stars and
had a deep sense of magical spiritualism it was not until a galactic force got greedy and
started to claim power over the galaxy porco that the town s people of tundra gave up their
lives to fight the forces of evil because without the stars to guide them how could they find
their way
Save Me 2013-10-08 the police are not ruling out the possibility that they have discovered
the lair of a serial killer it was the stuff of nightmares crissy had survived but she was the
only one out of a dozen women who could claim so that didn t mean she had gotten away
unscathed physically or mentally being held prisoner for days and repeatedly beaten and
raped hadn t been the end of it losing the one man she d trusted to help her recover had
been the final blow now as a single parent she s headed down the coast with her daughter
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to look for some peace of mind never in her wildest dreams did she imagine that trouble
would follow her brock could never forget that fateful night he d found the broken woman in
the locked container the fear and gratefulness in her haunting blue eyes would stay with
him forever as would knowing that it had been his partner who had tortured her and a
dozen more unfortunate souls that knowledge left him wondering if he could ever trust
anyone again but when he found out that someone was threatening the blue eyed beauty
once more he knew that he would have to do something drastic to save her and to mend
what was broken in himself
Dare Me 2024-04-22 jade has finally taken over running her family s swanky resort in the
bahamas having spent her entire life learning the family business she s more than ready to
take charge that is until she runs into trouble in the shape of a sexy undercover fbi agent
out to take down her family business wyatt is there to get to the bottom of a string of
kidnappings which he believes is due to a ring of child traffickers embedded deep in one of
the swankiest resorts working as a bartender he s there to exposing the culprits at any cost
even if it means loses his heart
Angel Bluff 2019-08-13 morgan wakes in the hospital broken and confused with no memory
of the last four years dazed from the meds she s stunned to learn that she s married to the
sexy green eyed man haunting her dreams just one look from this hot bad boy causes her
entire body to react but who is this guy what was their relationship like men like this don t
usually fall for her did he have had something to do with the accident unsure who to trust
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she returns to her ambivalent family only to be caught up in a web of lies drama and deadly
deception liam can t believe his good fortune orphaned at birth and homeless for most of his
teen years he managed to claw his way out of the slums to become a multi millionaire before
the age of twenty he then stumbles upon the love of his life in a chance encounter on a rare
night out after convincing her to leave her overbearing family for him the stage was set to
live happily ever after but now someone is hell bent on taking everything he holds dear with
the details of morgan s accident becoming more clear he ll have to fight to keep her safe
and convince her that he s worthy of her trust and love once again
The Entangled Box Set 4-6 2012-03-02 the presence freshly released from a very bad idea
of a marriage liz takes off on a self discovery trip through the south then one night she sees
something in the woods that leaves her reeling and sure some outside force is now after her
joe hated being stuck in his hometown of hidden creek hell he d tried to leave more times
than he could count the problem was each time he tried he magically got pulled back he was
destined to die in this hellhole alone that is until a pretty blonde runs into his store begging
for his help the calling sometimes the voices in your head are real all her life joleen has
been hearing voices coming from a religiously devout family she learned to ignore them
until one stormy night when the screaming wouldn t stop thankfully this time she listened
and wound up directly into the arms of a stranger now they will have to rely on one another
to escape the horrors of the shadowy world that she has been trying to avoid her entire life
mason was on a mission to find the cause of all the strange animal behavior surrounding a
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small town in georgia as a scientist he believes in what he can prove but after meeting
joleen and seeing the powers she holds everything in his life will change the chosen tara s
parents had always told her that she was special but until her sixteenth birthday she never
knew just how special she was coming into powers had been the last thing on her to do list
especially after her parents disappearance on that fateful night now almost ten years later
she s learned to keep to herself and how to hide her gifts which meant a life on the run
moving anytime she just happened to slip up and she tended to slip up a lot all colt wants to
do is complete his latest job so he could take some well deserved time off but this mark was
proving to be a slippery one having spent more than a decade in special ops should have
made bringing one helpless woman in the easiest job ever but after a bump in with the
blonde something strange happened to him he no longer cared about the job
The Wrath of Margaret 2002 now with the vienna batons rising under the power of
shergar the future looks uncertain margaret has flown the coop and through will everyone
has scattered encounters with spirits vampires and a strange disappearance taking place
leading in only one direction a bunch of vile vulgar witches now with some destined to lose
their sanity in this struggle for love and death who knows where they will all end up
The Disney+ Kingdom 2018-06-26 debuting in 2019 disney quickly became one of the most
popular streaming services worldwide with hubs for disney pixar marvel star wars and
national geographic disney not only provides vault content from these brands but also
original films and television programming such as high school musical the musical the series
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the mandalorian the mighty ducks game changers andor and the imagineering story this
collection of essays examines a variety of disney exclusive content exploring themes such as
nostalgia identity representation and lived experience designed to appeal to both academics
and the average disney fan it attempts to answer the question of whether its original
streaming content is a plus or minus for the mouse house
After Appomattox 2018-04-07 the civil war did not end with confederate capitulation in 1865
a second phase commenced which lasted until 1871 not reconstruction but genuine
belligerency whose mission was to crush slavery and create civil and political rights for
freed people but as gregory downs shows military occupation posed its own dilemmas
including near anarchy
Romance Fiction 2017-11-07 a comprehensive guide that defines the literature and the
outlines the best selling genre of all time romance fiction more than 2 000 romances are
published annually making it difficult for fans and the librarians who advise them to keep
pace with new titles emerging authors and constant evolution of this dynamic genre
fortunately romance expert and librarian kristin ramsdell provides a definitive guide to this
fiction genre that serves as an indispensible resource for those interested in it including
fans searching for reading material as well as for library staff scholars and romance writers
themselves this title updates the last edition of romance fiction a guide to the genre
published in 1999 while the emphasis is on newer titles many of the important older classics
are retained keeping the focus of the book on the entire genre instead of only those titles
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published during the last decade specific changes include new chapters on linked and
continuing romances a new section on chick lit in the contemporary romance chapter an
expansion of coverage on the alternative reality subset this is the romance genre guide to
have
Advanced Materials & Processes 2019-07-03 head back to pride oregon to find out what
some of your favorite jill sanders characters are up to carrie was broken hearted when
joshua left town after a messy breakup two years have passed and she s done waiting
around for him finally moving on she has her eyes on a new comer to pride but just when
things are starting to heat up josh strolls back into town no longer a boy but the man of all
her fantasies she knows she must play it cool or risk losing her heart again josh left pride to
try and find himself but after two years of searching the world and himself he returned back
home a little wiser and with a new mission seeing carrie again had been a shock to his
system but watching her hang on the arm of another man had been an even bigger shock
now his only goal in life was earning the trust of the woman he d always loved and trying to
win her back at any costs
My Kind of Love 2017-11-21 head back to pride oregon to find out what some of your
favorite jill sanders characters are up to sara jordan has finally been given the chance to run
the golden oar a restaurant that s been in her family for generations but the sexy know it all
carpenter that her uncle hired to make some changes keeps getting in her way she ll have to
use all her skills just to prove that she s up to the task parker clark was hired to bring new
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life to the old building but he hadn t expected sparks to fly from the owner s niece as a
series of mysterious accidents plagues the jobsite he finds himself working one on one with
the temptress to avoid losing everything
A Dash of Love 1992-05 mystery writer jt has hidden himself away from the world on his
private island since he published his first novel many fans believe it s because he s strange
or eccentric but the truth is much darker than everyone knows after emma s very public
very nasty breakup with one of the hottest hollywood actors she needs a friend to lean on
after hitting it off with jt while filming his movie she decides to take him up on the offer of
staying at his secluded place and take some time to recover she hadn t planned on her
troubles following her there or to be completely charmed by the man
Hidden Charm 1937 everyone s favorite guide to fiction that s thrilling mysterious
suspenseful thought provoking romantic and just plain fun is back and better than ever in
this completely revamped and revised edition a must for every readers advisory desk this
resource is also a useful tool for collection development librarians and students in lis
programs inside ra experts wyatt and saricks cover genres such as psychological suspense
horror science fiction fantasy romance mystery literary and historical fiction and introduce
the concepts of adrenaline and relationship fiction include everything advisors need to get
up to speed on a genre including its appeal characteristics key authors sure bets and trends
demonstrate how genres overlap and connect plus suggestions for guiding readers among
genres and tie genre fiction to the whole collection including nonfiction audiobooks graphic
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novels film and tv poetry and games both insightful and comprehensive this matchless
guidebook will help librarians become familiar with many different fiction genres especially
those they do not regularly read and aid library staff in connecting readers to books they re
sure to love
The Readers' Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction, Third Edition 2014-08-31 having lost the man
she loved early on crystal vowed to live freely for the rest of her life but after her business is
threatened due to theft she hires a private financial investigator to plug the leak falling for
the tall dark and very serious stranger was certain what she hadn t expected was for him to
be her one true love rory has lived a life of the straight and narrow he s always been an eye
on the prize kind of guy the prize retirement in the tropics where doesn t have to worry or
work sure he was prepared to take some hits to achieve the goal mainly his health
relationships and his state of mind now this new age hippy woman wants him to relax but he
s got a job to do if his heart doesn t betray him first
A Silver Cove Christmas 2015-03-31 trent owns a high profile restaurant in new york his
food and secret recipes are highly sought after his personal life mirrors his successful
career beautiful women hang on his every word but when his restaurant receives a bad
review from a well known food critic things take a turn for the worse when he finally tracks
down the food critic he might just lose more than his secrets to her marina s true identity
has been hidden for years she receives her paychecks in secret and hides in one of the
largest cities in the world but when her secrets are threatened she d do anything to protect
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the person she loves the most
International Documentary 2000 becca and nick were destined to be together he was the
love of her life or so she thought then tragedy strikes and becca is left heartbroken and
devastated the road to recovery seems almost hopeless at times but with love and support
from the good people of pride she s looking forward to putting the past behind her when
nick s best friend sean returns home a year later he brings with him an unexpected gift that
has her reliving the past all over again sean s homecoming is tarnished with the loss of his
best friend along with the recent discovery of his fiancees infidelities while he was deployed
if sean needs anything right now it s a good friend to lean on and becca has always been
there for him when the two decide to get away for a while they re forced to accept the
undeniable attraction between them but now an unforeseen challenge threatens to rip them
apart forever
Agricultural Economics Literature 2014-06-23 haley has waited her whole life for wes they
were secret sweethearts all throughout school until he shocks her by joining the military
right after graduation heartbroken haley must wait until the day he comes home but it s
been five long years and she has finally decided to move on with her life that is until he
walks back into town sexier than ever wes has had one thing on his mind since leaving town
getting back to haley his experiences overseas have made him realize what he almost let
slip through his fingers all he wants now is to prove to her that waiting for him was the right
choice
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Secret Sauce 2015-05-19 shelly has always dreamed of going back to surf breeze when she
finally sets out on her own and buys a run down building along the popular boardwalk she
hires a sexy but annoying contractor to help her turn it into her dream boutique what she
hadn t counted on was finding herself slowly changing with her surroundings fighting
against an overbearing family she ll learn to not only follow her own dreams but stand up
for something she believes in marcus has been waiting his whole life for a woman who could
see through the horrors he d been through as a child and the humor he uses to mask it all
now that he found her he s not quite sure what comes next
Return To Me 2016-08-08 lilith has been trusted to run the prestigious east haven resort
while best friend sarah is on her honeymoon not an easy task especially when having to deal
directly with head chef adam who s not only cocky arrogant and french but damn sexy to
boot it s going to be the longest two weeks of her life adam has tried to deny his attraction
for the sexy auburn haired goddess long enough now that their boss is away on her
honeymoon it seems like the right time to stir things up but when someone tries to snake in
on his recent claim he might just have to step up his game to win the prize he desires
The Cruise Industry News Quarterly 2014-03-25 to katie life was simple she wanted a
little house in upper boston and four kids fathered by her best friend jason who she s been
infatuated with since she was eight after a devastating family secret is exposed all she
wants now is to escape the media hype that follows her everywhere she turns leaving her
family friends and jason behind she travels to places she s only read about to find a father
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she s never known jason is on a mission and he s come halfway around the world to
complete it despite his feelings for katie he won t let her resistance deter him even if it
means she ll never trust him again as their world spirals out of control their relationship will
be tested and changed forever if he can keep them alive and out of harm s way he may have
a chance to make everything right
Holding Haley 2013 roberta stanton had grown up a thief on the streets of portland
breaking into the old building had been easy and she d gotten away with it or so she thought
it had only cost her the lives of seven close friends years later now rob finds herself on the
other side of the law ric derby owns the blue spot art galleries murder and a million dollar
theft bring them together a personal vendetta from a dark figure threatens them both
retreating to the safety of the small town of pride ric must fight to protect the only person
he s ever truly loved back cover
Someday Beach 2013 corey has dug himself into a hole so deep he can t see a way out his
only goal now is to see this rough patch through but then bella thompson waltzes into his
life and knocks him on his ass figuratively and literally now there s nothing he wouldn t do
to prove to her that his wild days are a thing of the past bella isn t sure why she s chosen to
stay in the small town of fairplay texas after her aunt s funeral but she s never been one to
back out of a situation and after running into one of the sexiest and most headstrong
cowboys she s ever met she doesn t plan to start now
French Kiss 2013-07-03
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Secret Seduction 2015-10-06
New Books on Women, Gender and Feminism
New Books on Women and Feminism
Lasting Pride
Corey's Catch
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